1. SCOPE OF APPLICATION AREA
The present document is intended for the application by national metrological institutions of COOMET member-countries and establishes the description and guidelines for the usage of COOMET logo.

2. GENERAL REGULATIONS
The COOMET logo is a specially developed original emblem of the abbreviated name of the regional metrology organization (RMO) COOMET. It was designed to increase awareness of the RMO COOMET.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE COOMET LOGO
3.1. The COOMET logo has the following form:

3.2. The COOMET logo is a shortcut of the words “COOPERATION” in “METROLOGY”.
3.3. The word “COOMET” is written in Roman letters. The first letter has upper case. The letter “M” is designed so that its lower left edge connected with the letter “C” while underlining the letters “O” and “O”, and the right side underlines the letters “E” and “T” and ends at the same level with the letter “T”.
3.4. An upright stripe of the same size is placed before the letter “C” in such a way that stripe and “C” visually form the letter “К” of the Russian alphabet.
3.5. The logo is made in 2 colours – blue and red.
3.5.1. The letters “COOMET” are made in blue color.
3.5.2. The contour lines of the “COOMET” letters, as well as the upright stripe before the letter “C”, are in red color.
3.6. The logo is placed on a white background. It is also allowed to use it on a different background under the provision that the logo is clearly pictured and identifiable.
4. GUIDELINES FOR USAGE THE COOMET LOGO

4.1. All rights to the logo belong to COOMET.

4.2. The logo can be used for all activities related to the objectives of COOMET such as:

- conference materials,
- seminar and qualification materials,
- event related documentation,
- reports,
- publications,
- guidelines,
- informational resources of COOMET,
- certificates of calibration and verification, issued by NMIs of COOMET member-countries,
- certificates on reference materials, developed within COOMET, and
- other documents related to COOMET activity.

4.3. Any requests regarding the use of the logo that are not covered by the present document shall be sent to the COOMET Secretariat for the subsequent consideration and approval by COOMET President’s Council.

4.4. The COOMET logo shall not be used by COOMET members for any commercial purposes and/or in the documents related to commercial activities.

4.5. The logo shall have the original colors or be reproduced in monochrome version.

4.6. It is allowed to use the logo in combination with other logos or elements provided that it has a clear image and identification.

4.7. When changing the size of the logo, the user shall ensure that the entire logo is changed in proportion.

4.8. By displaying the logo the user certifies that he/she agrees with all regulations set out in the present document.